Abstract-Signal-flow graph (SFG) technique is very useful tool for the hand analysis of small and medium-size networks and/or subnetworks of large systems. Last days the SFG´s have been effectively used for the sensitivity solutions. There is described comparison between methods for derivation transfer function: nullor modified Coates flow graph symbolic analysis and the two graph method for symbolic analysis. There is shown graph modified by nodal voltage method with intermediate numeric step, as well. As is given, in some cases the two graph method thanks its clarity is more useful.
I. INTRODUCTION
Symbolic circuit analysis is not popular because its capacity is considered limited. A useful extension is to add a sensitivity analysis feature [1] .
In general, the majority of sensitivity analysis techniques needs as input the transfer function that can be obtained by performing linear algebraic or graph operations. Several symbolic techniques have been developed to derive analytical expressions or to transform certain characteristics of linear network, for instance [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] . Generally speeking, analytical sensitivity analysis would be much easier by using a symbolic approach than by a numerical approach where computation cost is a key concern.
The advantage of graph method of sensitivity calculation is 
by the multiplication of two algebraic function, as is shown in [6] , where the theory of multiply algebraic complements is used. However, the use of graph theory is much clearer. Consider general circuit in voltage mode from Fig.1a , which is represented by its shortened MC-graph as is depicted in Fig.1b . Thus the transfer from input to the output node from Mason´s formula is (2) a)
Fig. 1. General circuit (a) and its shortened MC-graph (b).
If the sensitivity is calculated, thus the derivative
given as (3), 32  21  2  3  4  3  3  2  1   3   2  3  4  3  3  2  1   4  3 
where by comparison with shortened MC-graph are 
As we can see, the derivative is replaced by multiply two transfer function with the negative sign (6)
II. NULLOR MODIFIED COATES FLOW GRAPH SYMBOLIC SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS METHOD
Nullor-based models of the considered circuits have been generated taking into account the ideal behavior of the active devices [7] . In this case, an analog network can be modeled with nullors (ie. nulators and norators) and passive impedances. In the following step, a reduction of the nullor circuit complexity is implemented and some transformations of the initial modified Coates flow-graph are realized to the following three rules:
When a node k in the nullor circuit is connected with the common node by a norator, all incoming edges, including the self-loop in vertex k in the corresponding flow-graph are removed. When a node k in the nullor circuit is connected with the common node by a nullator, all outgoing edges, including the self-loop in vertex k in the corresponding flow-graph are removed. When norator is connected between a pair nodes k and l in the nullor circuit, the ends of all incoming edges into vertex k, including the self-loop in vertex k are moved to vertex l in the corresponding flow-graph. A circuit example, the second-order high-pass filter, taken from [7] , is shown in Fig.2a to illustrate the method described above. The equivalent nullor circuit N is composed and shown in Fig.2b . An initial for the modified Coates flow graph (ie MCFG) for the part of the network is shown in Fig.2c . This graph contains five nodes, five self-loops and seven oriented loop.
After applying the rules of modification, the modified Coates flow graph follows, represented in next Fig.2d . Finally graph after performing rules for incoming branches is shown in Fig.2e . This graph contains three nodes, one edge, one oriented loop and two self-loops only. This means this reduced graph can be easily evaluated, much easily than the initial graph.
is given by Mason´s formula (7)
and the sensitivity for example
is given by (8) taken from [7] , [8] , [9] and/or derived above (see eq. (6)) are respectively: 
III. USING THE TWO GRAPHS METHOD FOR SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
Another method for solution of symbolic sensitivity is a two graphs method [10] . This method in described form requires neither equivalent circuit with nullors. The foundation of this method was given in [10] , [11] and [12] .
In other words, the reduction of the number of the node in the network is represented in this case very simply by the graphically rule by the two graphs, not by the rules described verbally, by the words.
For comparison, the two graphs method will be used for solving of the same example. Figure 3 shows the first step of the fully-graph sensitivity solutions by this method.
In Fig.3 the node numbers in the squares are the numbers of the nodes of the current I-graph and the node numbers in the triangles are the numbers of the nodes of voltage V-graph after re-numbering the nodes, caused according to the using simple rules stated in [10] by the operational amplifier. This means that the input node in the V-graph has a zero index and the output node in the I-graph has an index of zero.
First ideal operational amplifier then causes merging of the nodes 3 and 0 and the second one nodes 5 and 0 in the voltage V-graph and first operational amplifier merging of the nodes 2 and 0 and the second one nodes 4 and 0 in the charge I-graph as well.
In the next step, an oriented graph of this circuit is constructed, as is depicted in Fig.4 . This graph consists from branches, represented circuit elements exclusion operational amplifiers. The two graph is now constructed from oriented graph in next step, it is depicted in Fig.5 . This graph contains three nodes only, while the initial graph contained nodes five. This construction is described in detail in [10] . The first branch is formed by the G1 element connected to the node 1 of both graphs.
Another branch is formed by the sC1 + G2 elements connected to the node 2 of both graphs. But as the arrows in the I-graph and the V-graph aim in the opposite directions, the sC1 + G2 element has a negative sign, i.e. there will be in result graph member -sC1 -G2, as is depicted in the Fig.6 .
Remainder of the graph was constructed analogously, last branch is formed by the G3 element connected to the node 3 of both graphs. But as the arrows in the I-graph and the V-graph aim in the opposite directions, this element has a negative sign. As is described in [12] , determinant Δ of the matrix Y can be given by (9) ) ces tan admit of product ( Δ 
In other words, there is a term in the expression for Δ corresponding to each spanning tree that is common to the current (I-gr.) and voltage graphs (V-gr.). Result graph is now constructed by first finding the common skeletons of the V-graph and the I-graph, as is depicted in Fig.7 , its construction is described in detail in [12] , [13] , [14] , [15] . 
IV. USING THE GRAPH MODIFIED BY NODAL VOLTAGE METRHOD FOR SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
The graph of this circuit, based on modified nodal voltage method, its construction is described in detail in [16] , is depicted in the following Fig.8 . This graph is constructed by using the algorithm described in [16] on this figure.
As we can see, this graph contains seven branches, four oven loops and three loops. In comparison figures Fig.8 with Fig.7 , graph depicted in Fig.8 is more complicated, as we can see. Thus, this graph is not suitable for fully graph sensitivity determination. However the voltage transfer function ) s ( F 31 is given by
Mason´s formula (7) as (12) need not be complicated. 
If now the resulting relationship (12) will by represented in the graph form, thus the same graph is obtained as in the previous cases, as is depicted in Fig.9 . This step is analogously to the method, which is described in [17] . However, this next algebraic intermediate step must be added. 
V. DISCUSSION
As can be seen by comparing Fig.2e, Fig.7 and Fig.9 , the resulting graphs are identical. A clearly arranged set of graphs (see Fig.2e, 7, 9) gives a much clearer solution, however. More simplified solution gives the two graph method (see Fig.3 , Fig.4, Fig.5, Fig.6, Fig.7 ). Thanks to its clarity, the graphic method is more suitable for calculation of the sensitivity.
These methods requires neither equivalent circuit with nullors, i.e. nor auxiliary network transformation into nullors circuit (i.e. nor another rules for this transformations), nor rules for transformation nullor circuit into Coates graph, and nor rules for modification Coates graph into modified Coates graph. As can be seen from Tab.1, the two graph method requires four especial rules and four steps. Self-sensitivity calculation is both challenging in both cases by (1). It will not be listed in this paper for comparison, its foundation was given in [6] in detail.
It was not the goal of the article to calculate the sensitivity, but to compare some variants of the calculation. As shown, the method of two graphs is, in some cases (one of which was described) much more preferable and advantageous than the method based on nullor models. However, graph method based on modified nodal voltage method requires the intermediate step with a mathematical calculation.
However, after gaining proficiency in the use of the Mason's rules you can be written the result directly, directly therefore can be constructed the resulting graph as well.
VI. CONCLUSION
The problem of sensitivity determination has been investigated in a great number of publications during the last several decades [18] , [19] , [20] , [19] , [21] , [22] , [23] and many others. A typical problem here is the determination of the derivates in the sensitivity expressions and its decision had been searched in different ways.
A fully graph method for relative symbolic sensitivity analysis of the circuits is described.
This method requires no intermediate nullor models, which is an auxiliary step in the conventional solution, the method does not require the conductance matrix assembling.
The two graph method requires marking the voltage node and otherwise the current node, oriented charts are drawn to them in next addition step. Then, the two graphs are used to search for common skeletons and to draw a result graph. In the second one step of the solutions, the rule (3) is applied for the relative sensitivity 31 4 F G S thus will be calculated as (11) .
